For the past 20 years, San Francisco-based Zephyr has continued to bring design, innovation and technology to the forefront of the kitchen ventilation hood industry. The company has challenged the perception of what ventilation means in kitchen design and created a new awareness of the importance of a high-performance ventilation system. With acclaimed talent such as artistic visionary, Fu-Tung Cheng, and industrial designer, Robert Brunner, Zephyr creates cutting-edge residential range hoods unlike any other company. Visit Zephyr’s 7,000-square-foot showroom in the heart of the San Francisco Design District.

“As a design professional, it is important that the elements I specify are functional and aesthetically appropriate. Zephyr hoods exceed expectations on both counts, whether the design calls for an inconspicuous hood that quietly complements the design or a hood that is the focal point of the space. These hoods deliver beautiful functionality supported by a customer service team that is knowledgeable and timely.”

— Marylo Camp, DesignCamp
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North America’s largest ventilation-only showroom, located in the heart of the San Francisco Design District.